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Abstract
In the polyhedral model, classical loop transformations and
statement reordering transformations have been unified and
formalized as affine scheduling problems that can be applied
to optimization goals such as locality and parallelism. More
recently, data layout transformations have shown significant benefits in improving performance by contributing to
improved efficiencies in spatial locality, multi-core parallelism and vector parallelism. However, integration of data
layout transformations in the polyhedral model has received
relatively little attention thus far.
In this paper, we report on our work-in-progress on integrating data layout transformations in the polyhedral model,
with a focus on affine representations of data layout transformations. We also demonstrate the potential benefit of
performing loop and data layout transformations as an integrated optimization problem, compared to standard decoupled approaches which pick a specific phase order (e.g., data
layout transformations before loop transformations) and can
thereby miss opportunities to co-optimize both data layout
transformations and loop transformations.
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1

Introduction

In recent years, a major focus of optimizing compilers is to
transform the input program so as to extract the best granularity of parallelism and data locality that can fit the target
architecture. Loop transformations represent a major class
of program transformations that have been used to address
these objectives. The primary goal of loop transformations
is to reorder dynamic statement/instruction execution sequences to optimize parallelism and locality, while satisfying dependence constraints for legality. More recently, data
layout transformations have also been receiving attention
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because of their ability to deliver significant performance improvements due to improved locality and improved support
for efficient multi-core and vector parallelism.
There is a large body of past work on loop transformations since the 1980’s, e.g., [3, 15, 19, 42, 43]. Syntactic/ASTbased loop transformation frameworks automatically select
a sequence of individual loop transformations, driven by
analytical cost models, to achieve a desired optimization
goal [23, 29, 41]. More recently, the polyhedral compilation
model has provided significant advances in the unification
of affine loop transformations combined with powerful code
generation techniques [1, 5, 6, 13, 16, 32]. The benefits of
this unified formulation can be seen (for example) in the
PLuTo compiler [5, 6], which has been successfully extended
and specialized to integrate SIMD constraints [20, 36], and
the PPCG system [38, 45], which is capable of modeling the
multi-level parallelism and the temporal/spatial locality of
multiprocessors and accelerators, generating both OpenMP
C and CUDA programs from sequential input.
Data layout transformations represent another class of
program transformations that is increasingly being used
in compiler optimizations. While loop transformations aim
at multiple objectives, e.g., parallelism, temporal locality,
and spatial locality, data layout transformations primarily
impact spatial locality (which can impact both cache performance and SIMD performance in single-threaded and
multithreaded executions). A number of data layout transformation techniques have been proposed, including permutation of array dimensions [18, 36], conversion between
Array-of-Structs (AoS) and Struct-of-Arrays (SoA) [9, 31],
data skewing, and data tiling [28]. In the polyhedral model,
storage optimizations to contract memory space are generally treated as memory allocation problems, e.g., the single
assignment form of a given program can be obtained via
dataflow analysis [10, 11, 26], or by the nature of input language [27, 40], and iteration points in the single assignment
form can be allocated to the same or different memory addresses while preserving program semantics.
There are a number of polyhedral frameworks that addressed the memory allocation problem: [7, 8, 21, 27, 40]
for schedule-specific storage optimizations; and [33–35] for
schedule-independent and/or unified schedule and storage
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optimizations. As a noteworthy recent achievement for storage optimizations, [4] proposed an intra-array storage optimization algorithm to minimize the dimensionality and
storage requirements of arrays in given sequences of loop
nests. Furthermore, a few polyhedral frameworks focused on
selected data layout transformations, such as joint formulation for loop transformations and array dimension permutations to improve spatial locality for better vectorization efficiency [18] and data tiling combined with loop tiling to minimize inter-node communications on distributed-memory
clusters [28].
Despite these important achievements and increasing attention, data layout transformations in the polyhedral model,
especially the integration of loop and data layout transformations, have still received relatively little attention compared
to the extensive body of literature on polyhedral loop transformations. As a first step to integrating data layout transformations in the polyhedral model, this paper discusses polyhedral extensions to support general data layout transformations including array dimensional permutation, conversion
between SoA and AoS, data layout skewing, data tiling, and
storage optimizations for both space reduction and parallelism enhancement. We present and discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of two types of layout representations,
array-based – where the unit of mapping/transformation is
an array element – and value-based – where the unit is the
value defined by an individual statement instance. We also
demonstrate the potential benefit of integrating loop and
data layout transformations as a single optimization problem over decoupled approaches, which pick a specific phase
order (often by performing loop transformations before data
layout transformations) and can thereby miss opportunities
to co-optimize both data layout transformations and loop
transformations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
contains background information on the polyhedral model.
Section 3 presents array-based and value-based layout transformations. Section 4 discusses the code generation for layout transformations. Section 5 demonstrate the potential
benefit of integrating loop and data layout transformations.
Sections 6 and 7 summarize related work and our conclusions.

2

Background

The polyhedral model is a linear algebraic representation for
collections of (imperfectly) nested loops whose loop bounds
and branch conditions are affine functions of outer loop iterators and runtime constants, which are handled as global
parameters [12]. Code regions amenable to this algebraic representation are called Static Control Parts and represented in
the SCoP format [24]. In this model, a statement consists of
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three elements: iteration domain, access relation, and schedule. A dynamic instance of a statement is identified by its
statement name S and loop iteration vector ⃗i , as S (⃗i ).
2.1

Basic Components

Iteration domain, DS : The iteration domain of a statement
S enclosed by m loops is represented by an m-dimensional
polytope, where an element S (⃗i ) ∈ DS is an instance of
statement S. As an example in Figure 1, the iteration domain
of statement S is:
DS = {S (i, j) | 0 ≤ i < ni ∧ 0 ≤ j < nj}
Access relation, AS →A : The array reference(s) to A by statement S is abstracted as an access relation, which maps a
statement instance S (⃗i ) to one or more array elements A(⃗e )
to be read/written1 , typically as affine functions [44]. In Figure 1, the write access relation for statement S to array C
is:
it e
ASwr→C
= {S (i, j) → C (e 1 ,e 2 ) | i = e 1 ∧ j = e 2 }

Schedule, ΘS : The sequential execution order of a program
is captured by the schedule, which maps a statement instance
S (⃗i ) to a logical time-stamp vector, expressed as a multidimensional (quasi-)affine function of ⃗i . Statement instances
are executed according to the increasing lexicographic order
of their time-stamps. Dimensions of schedule may contain
loop iterators. A dimension is called a loop dimension if it
contains one or more iterators; otherwise it is called scalar
dimension. Schedules to represent the sequential execution
order of statements S and T in Figure 1 are:
ΘS = {S (i, j) → (i, j, 0)}
ΘT = {T (i, j,k ) → (i, j, 1,k )}
The first and second dimensions i, j of ΘS and of ΘT indicate
that i-loop and j-loop are enclosing S and T . The 0 or 1 value
in the third dimension indicates that, for the same iteration
of the i, j loop nest, the instance of S is executed before any
instance of T . The k of ΘT indicates that T is enclosed in
the k loop at the innermost level. While the above affine
mapping is a compact representation of schedule, schedule
tree [39] directly encodes inclusive relation and ordering of
statements and serves as a foundation of compiler/runtime
optimizations, including our data layout transformations.
2.2

Legality and Loop Transformations

As with traditional compiler optimizations, the polyhedral
compilation computes dependences based on the original
schedule and memory accesses, summarized as dependence
polyhedra [5]. The polyhedral loop transformations amount
to computing new schedules under the legality constraints
of dependence polyhedra.
1A

scalar variable is considered as a degenerate case of an array.
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for (i = 0; i < ni ; i ++) {
for (j = 0; j < nj ; j ++) {
S:
C[i ][ j] *= beta ;
for (k = 0; k < nk ; k ++)
T:
C[i ][ j] += alpha * A [ i ][ k ] * B [ j ][ k ];
} }

Therefore, array domain DA of m-dimensional array A is a
m-dimensional rectangular solid whose dimension sizes are
constant at the beginning of the SCoP region at runtime. In
Figure 1, the array domains of array C, A, and B are:
DC = {C (e 1 ,e 2 ) | 0 ≤ e 1 < ni ∧ 0 ≤ e 2 < nj}
DA = {A(e 1 ,e 2 ) | 0 ≤ e 1 < ni ∧ 0 ≤ e 2 < nk}
DB = {B(e 1 ,e 2 ) | 0 ≤ e 1 < nk ∧ 0 ≤ e 2 < nj}

Figure 1. gemm input
# define _C (x ,y) band_0 [( x )/32][( y )/64][( x )%32][( y )%64]
# define _A (x ,y) band_1 [( y )]. band_1_0 [( x )]
# define _B (x ,y) band_1 [( x )]. band_1_1 [( y )]
for (i = 0; i < ni ; i ++)
for (j = 0; j < nj ; j ++)
S:
_C (i ,j) *= beta ;
for (k = 0; k < nk ; k ++)
for (i = 0; i < ni ; i ++)
for (j = 0; j < nj ; j ++)
T:
_C (i ,j) += alpha * _A (i , k ) * _B (k , j )

Figure 2. array-based layout transformation
Dependence Polyhedra, PS →T : The dependences between
statements S and T are captured by dependence polyhedra —
the subset of pairs (S (⃗i ),T (⃗i )) ∈ DS × DT that participate
in a dependence. Given two statement instances S (⃗i ) and
T (⃗i ), T (⃗i ) is said to depend on S (⃗i ) if: 1) they access the same
array element where at least one of them is write access; and
2) S (⃗i ) has a lexicographically smaller schedule value than
T (⃗i ) – i.e., Θ(S (⃗i )) ≺ Θ(T (⃗i )).
In general, any composition of iteration- and statementreordering loop transformations (e.g., permutation, skewing,
distribution, fusion, and tiling) can be specified by polyhedral
schedules. To compute new schedules, polyhedral optimizers
rely on integer linear programming where dependence polyhedra are used as legality constraints and their optimization
goals are formulated as objectives and/or constraints.

3

Layout Representations

In this section we present two types of layout representations, array-based and value-based, and discuss their relative
advantages and disadvantages.
3.1

Array-Based Layout Transformations

A straightforward approach to model data layout transformations is to consider an array element as the unit of representations and transformations. Section 2 showed how the
set of statement instances is captured by iteration domains,
and loop transformations are implemented by computing
new schedules. We apply the same notions to the region of
arrays and data layout transformations as described below.
3.1.1

Array Domain

As with statements, let A(⃗e ) denote an element of array A
and DA as the array domain of array A. Given SCoP region, the upper/lower bound of each dimension of A is an
affine function of global parameters, and hence invariant.

3.1.2

Layout Mapping

As schedule Θ specifies the relative order of statement instances in time, let layout mapping Φ denote the relative
order of array elements in the transformed memory space.
ΦA is the data layout of array A and maps each element A(⃗e )
to a logical address vector, expressed as a multidimensional
(quasi-)affine [2] function of ⃗e . There are interesting and
intuitive relations between schedule map ΘS and layout map
ΦA , such as loop permutation and array dimensional permutation; loop fusion/distribution and AoS/SoA conversion;
and loop skewing/tiling and data skewing/tiling. All of these
transformations can be represented and implemented via
affine mappings, as with loop transformations covered by
schedule. In contrast, there is a notable difference in that a
schedule is unique to a given SCoP region while data layouts
can, in general, be changed within a SCoP region, e.g., via
data re-distribution [30].
A major advantage of array-based layout transformations
is that, so long as the layout is a one-to-one function, there
is no legality constraint imposed on layout mapping Φ because each array element A(⃗e ) has a unique location in memory space. In contrast, array-based transformations are not
amenable to one-to-many (i.e., expansion) or many-to-one
(i.e., contraction) storage optimizations, which, in general,
require array dataflow analysis to establish legality.
Figure 1 contains gemm as an input and Figure 2 shows
the code with array-based layout transformations specified
by the following mapping, which corresponds to: 1) data
layout tiling applied to array C with tile sizes of 32 and 64
for the first and second dimensions respectively; 2) array
dimensional permutation applied to array A; and 3) array
dimensional fusion applied at the outer dimensions of arrays
A and B, resulting in an Array-of-Struct-of-Array layout.
ΦC = {C (e 1 ,e 2 ) → (0, e 1 /32, e 2 /64, e 1 %32, e 2 %64)}
ΦA = {A(e 1 ,e 2 ) → (1,e 2 , 0,e 1 )}
ΦB = {B(e 1 ,e 2 ) → (1,e 1 , 1,e 2 )}
In Figure 2, loop transformations (distribution and permutation) are simultaneously implemented with the following
schedule. For efficient tiled data access, loop tiling should
also be applied in conjunction with data tiling but we omitted
that in the interest of readability.
ΘS = {S (i, j) → (0,i, j)}
ΘT = {T (i, j,k ) → (1,k,i, j)}
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for (i = 1; i
for (j = 1;
S:
A[i ][ j] =
T:
B[i ][ j] =
U:
C[i ][ j] =
} }

< ni ; i ++) {
j < nj ; j ++) {
C [ i ][ j -1];
A [ i ][ j ] + C [i -1][ j ];
B [ i ][ j ];

Figure 3. Sample input
# define _insS (i ,j ) band_0
# define _insT (i ,j ) band_0
# define _insU (i ,j ) band_1 [( j )]
for (i = 1; i < ni ; i ++) {
for (j = 1; j < nj ; j ++) {
S:
_insS (i ,j) = _insU (i ,j -1);
T:
_insT (i ,j) = _insS (i , j ) + _insU (i -1 , j );
U:
_insU (i ,j) = _insT (i , j );
} }

Figure 4. value-based layout transformation

3.2

Value-Based Layout Transformations

Storage optimizations that contract or expand the memory
space require array dataflow analysis to capture which statement instances (consumers) use the value defined by a given
statement instance (producer). The layout transformations
need to be performed so as to ensure legality with respect to
liveness (for many-to-one layouts) and consistency (for oneto-many layouts). The notion of value-based layout transformation is fundamentally equivalent to partial data expansion [21]. In contrast to that past work, we aim to also
study legality constraints in cases where the schedule is not
fixed, thereby enabling exploration of an optimization space
in which both the schedule and layout maps are computed
simultaneously.
3.2.1

Total data expansion
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Our ultimate goal is to compute both schedule Θ and layout Φ simultaneously as a single optimization problem. The
legality constraints are imposed by value-based dependences.
Let flowk denote k-th dataflow, i.e., value-based Read-AfterWrite (RAW) dependence.
flowk = {Sk (⃗i ) → Tk,1 ( j⃗1 ), ...,Tk,nk ( j⃗nk )}
Producer-consumer constraints: The producer of a value
Sk (⃗i ) must precede any consumers of the value Tk,1 ( j⃗1 ), ...,
Tk,nk ( j⃗nk ).
Θ(Sk (⃗i )) ≺ lex_min(Θ(Tk,1 ( j⃗1 )), ..., Θ(Tk,nk ( j⃗nk )))
Liveness constraints: The memory location of a value must
not be overwritten until the last use of the value. In other
words, given two value-based RAW dependences flowk and
flowl , they must satisfy either of: livenesses of flowk and
flowl do not overlap; or memory locations identified by
Φ(Sk (⃗i )) and Φ(Sl (⃗i )) are different.
lex_max (Θ(Tk,1 ( j⃗1 )), ..., Θ(Tk,nk ( j⃗nk ))) ⪯ Θ(Sl (⃗i ))
∨ lex_max (Θ(Tl,1 ( j⃗1 )), ..., Θ(Tl,nl ( j⃗nl ))) ⪯ Θ(Sk (⃗i ))
∨ Φ(Sk (⃗i )) , Φ(Sl (⃗i ))
Figures 3 and 4 respectively show a sample input code
and the code with value-based data layout transformations
to contract the memory space. After converting the input
program into single-assignment form (e.g, A[i][j] into
_instS(i,j)), the following layout mapping is used to specify the location to store the defined values in the transformed
memory space.
ΦS = {S (i, j) → (0)}
ΦT = {T (i, j) → (0)}
ΦU = {U (i, j) → (1, j)}

As with [21] and [4], we assume the input static control
program is converted into functionally equivalent single4 Code Generation for Transformed
assignment form, and each statement instance S (⃗i ) has a
unique memory location for its defined value – i.e., array
Layout
InsS(⃗i ) in [21]. We consider this location in the single-assignment 4.1 Code-level Layout Specification
form as value identifier, which is the unit of interest in valueThe affine mapping representations of layout transformabased layout transformations.
tions are straightforward to be used at the source code level.
We use the following layout directive to specify layout trans3.2.2 Layout Mapping
formations as an extension to the C language:
Let layout mapping ΦS denote the data layout to store the
#pragma layout map(trans f er : map : dom) ...
value defined by statement S in the transformed memory
space. ΦS maps each element S (⃗i ) to logical address vector
where one or more map clauses, each of which specifies the
expressed as a multidimensional (quasi-)affine function of
layout transformations of a single array, can be included in
⃗i . Analogous to the array-based layout representation, the
directive. A map clause contains three components: trans f er
value-based representation is capable of modeling arbitrary
is the type of data transfers among original and transformed
layout transformations to enhance spatial data locality, e.g.,
layouts; map is the affine mapping of array element A(⃗e ) to
array permutation, AoS/SoA conversion, data skewing, and
multidimensional layout vector; and dom is the array domain.
data tiling, in addition to storage optimizations to contract/There are four types of transfers: in – i.e. copy-in from
expand memory space.
the original to transformed layouts, out – i.e., copy-out from
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the transformed to original layouts, inout – i.e., both copyin and copy-out, and redist – i.e., re-distribution of data
layout. The layout directive with in, out, and inout types
may appear only at the beginning of a SCoP region while
the directive with redist type is used in the middle of the
SCoP region, to specify the point where the data stored in
an old layout is transferred into the new layout2 . We employ the iscc [37] expression for the layout mapping. Assuming the lower array bounds in C language are always 0,
let type[size 1 ,size 2 , ...] denote the array domain of A, where
type is the data type (e.g., int and double) and sizei is the
i-th dimension size represented as the affine combination of
global parameters. To simplify the code generation presented
in Section 4.2, type must be same across all map clauses in
the current implementations.
Figure 6 shows an example corresponding to the layout
mapping example from Section 3.1.2 (data tiling is omitted
for simplicity). Arrays A and B are read-only (in) while C is
read then written (inout).

compute the total field size and the offset to individual array
element in the linearized field, we first compute the size of
tree node in the following manner.
• Size of sequence node is the total size of child nodes.
size (sequencek ) =

• Size of band node is its child node size × dimension
length, which is given by the maximum value of the
dimension with optional padding (padk ≥ 1).
size (bandk ) = lenдthk × size (child_nodek (,0) )
lenдthk = max (ranдe (bandk )) + padk
• Size of leaf node is 1 if all arrays are same type. Otherwise leaf size corresponds to the data type of the
array.
size (lea fk ) = 1 (or sizeof(type))

band1

C(e1,e2) → (e1)

A(e1,e2) → (e2); B(e1,e2) → (e1)

sequence1
band0,0

C(e1,e2) → (e2)

band1,0

leaf0,0,0
C(e1,e2)

A(e1,e2) → (e1)

band1,1

leaf1,0,0
A(e1,e2)

B(e1,e2) → (e2)

leaf1,1,0
B(e1,e2)

Figure 5. Schedule tree for layout of Figure 6
4.2

Code Generations for New Layout

Once new layouts are computed in IR-level by compilers
or specified in source-level by users, the next challenge is
how to implement the new layouts in the output code. This
section presents two approaches to implement the data layout transformations specified as array domain and layout
mapping. The same approaches are used for value-based
layout transformations after converting input code into the
single-assignment form as discussed in Section 3.2.1. For the
data layout code generation, we first convert the multidimensional form of layout mapping into schedule tree [39], which
is more straightforward form to capture the arbitrary nested
structures of data layouts. Figure 5 shows the schedule tree
representation of the layout mapping in Figure 6. We use
this layout mapping as the running example in this section.
4.3

Linearized field

The first approach is to map the schedule tree form of layout
mapping into a one-dimensional memory field. In order to
2 This

size (child_nodek,i )

i=0

sequenceroot
band0

#childr
X en

point must be at the top-level, i.e., not enclosed in any loops.

In the code generation phase, the schedule tree is traversed in
depth-first order and the expressions of dimension lengths
and node sizes are defined respectively, according to the
above rules (Figure 7).
The total field size is equivalent to the root node of the
schedule tree, e.g., size (sequencer oot ) in the running example. The offset to array element A(⃗e ) is equivalent to the
linearized form of layout mapping ΦA and computed as the
summation of contributions from individual dimensions: a)
in case of scalar dimension, its contribution is the total size
of preceding nodes in the schedule tree; and b) in case of
loop dimension, its contribution is the child node size × the
expression of the loop dimension, e.g., e2 and e1 for the first
and second loop dimensions of array A (Figure 6). The code
generation phase also defines the expressions of total field
size and offsets, and inserts the statement to allocate the
linearized array field and macros to access individual array
elements.
Finally, the copy-in/out data transfers between original
and transformed layouts, as with the re-distribution of transformed layouts, are simply implemented as assignments using the access macros, e.g., the doubly nested loop to copy the
original A into the transformed layout via macro _A(e1,e2)
at the bottom of Figure 7. Also, the loop code generation
phase uses the access macros for each array reference.
4.4

Nested Structures

The second approach is to allocate the C structs that correspond to the schedule tree. Although this is even more
straightforward than the first approach, the resulting structure is not guaranteed to strictly preserve the relative order
of the layout mapping. We first determine the data type of
each node in the following manner.
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# pragma layout map ( inout : C ( e1 , e2 ) -> (0 , e1 , e2 ) :
double [ ni , nj ]) \
map ( in :
A ( e1 , e2 ) -> (1 , e2 , 0 , e1 ) : double [ ni , nk ]) \
map ( in :
B ( e1 , e2 ) -> (1 , e1 , 1 , e2 ) : double [ nk , nj ])

Figure 6. Layout directive to specify layout transformations in Section 3.1.2 (data tiling is omitted for simplicity)
// Dimension length
int len_0_0 = nj + padding ;
int len_0 = ni ;
int len_1_0 = ni + padding ;
int len_1_1 = nj + padding ;
int len_1 = max (nk , nk );

// Dimension length
... ( same as linearized field )
// Node struct definition
typedef struct _seq_1 {
double * band_1_0 , * band_1_1 ;
} Seq_1 ;

// Node size definition
int band_0_0 = len_0_0 * 1;
int band_0 = len_0 * band_0_0 ;
int band_1_0 = len_1_0 * 1;
int band_1_1 = len_1_1 * 1;
int seq_1 = band_1_0 + band_1_1 ;
int band_1 = len_1 * seq_1 ;
int seq_root = band_0 + band_1 ;
// Allocation for new layout
double * field = malloc ( seq_root * sizeof ( double ));
// Accesses for new layout
# define _C (e1 , e2 ) field [0 + ( e1 ) * band_0_0 + ( e2 )]
# define _A (e1 , e2 ) field [ band_0 + ( e2 ) * seq_1 + 0 + ( e1 )]
# define _B (e1 , e2 ) field [ band_0 + ( e1 ) * seq_1 + band_1_0 + ( e2 )]
// Data transfer
for ( int e1 = 0; e1 < ni ; e1 ++)
for ( int e2 = 0; e2 < nj ; e2 ++)
_A (e1 , e2 ) = A[ e1 ][ e2 ];
...

typedef struct _seq_k {
type_k_0 child_k_0; type_k_1 child_k_1; ...
} Seq_k;

• The data type of band node is the pointer type of the
child node so as to allocate an array of child node type.
type_k_0 *band_k;
band_k = malloc(len_k * sizeof(type_k_0));

• The data type of leaf node is the array’s data type.
In the code generation phase, the schedule tree is traversed
in depth-first order and the data type of each node is determined. The structs of sequence nodes except for the root
node are explicitly defined in the output code (Figure 8).
The kind of root node can be either of band or sequence. If
the root is a band node, the code generation phase declares
the variable corresponding to the root band node. Otherwise,
it declares the variable(s) corresponding to the members
of the root sequence node, e.g., “double **band_0” and
“Seq_1 *band_1” in Figure 8. The arrays for band nodes are
recursively allocated in the nested structure. The macro to
access each array element is simply computed from the rootto-leaf path in the schedule tree. In our running example, the

// Accesses for new layout
# define _C ( e1 , e2 ) band_0 [( e1 )][( e2 )]
# define _A ( e1 , e2 ) band_1 [( e2 )]. band_1_0 [( e1 )]
# define _B ( e1 , e2 ) band_1 [( e1 )]. band_1_1 [( e2 )]
// Data transfer
... ( same as linearized field )

Figure 8. Codegen via nested structs

Figure 7. Codegen via linearized field
• The data type of sequence node is defined as a struct
whose members correspond to child nodes of the sequence node.

// Allocation for new layout
int szd = sizeof ( double );
double ** band_0 = malloc ( len_0 * sizeof ( double *));
band_0 [0] = malloc ( len_0 * len_0_0 * szd );
for ( i = 0; i < len_0 ; i ++) {
band_0 [ i ] = (* band_0 + len_0_0 * i );
}
Seq_1 * band_1 = malloc ( len_1 * sizeof ( Seq_1 ));
for ( i = 0; i < len_1 ; i ++) {
band_1 [ i ]. band_1_0 = malloc ( len_1_0 * szd );
band_1 [ i ]. band_1_1 = malloc ( len_1_1 * szd );
}

pass from sequencer oot to lea f 1,0,0 gives the access macro:
#define _A(e1,e2) band_1[(e2)].band_1_0[(e1)].

5

Potential Impact of Integrating Loop and
Data Layout Transformations

We use the generalized matrix-multiply (gemm) from PolyBench 4.2 [25] along with the default benchmark dataset,
to motivate the potential impact of integrating loop and
data layout transformations in a single optimization problem. As with many of other PolyBench benchmarks, gemm
has high computational intensity, i.e., 2-dimensional arrays
were accessed in 3-dimensional loop nests. The execution
time measured in the following experiments includes 2-D
arrays’ data copy-in and copy-out overhead, which is indeed
ignorable on all the tested systems. We observed that 22 of 29
PolyBench benchmarks are also computationally intensive,
i.e., n-dimensional arrays in m-dimensional loop nests where
n < m, and can be good candidates for the performance
study of the data layout transformations.
Three Linux-based SMP systems are used: a 12-core (dual
6-core) 2.8GHz Intel Xeon Westmere, a 12-core 2.1GHz Broadwell, and a 24-core (dual 12-core) 3.0GHz IBM POWER8. On
Xeon, all experimental variants were compiled using the
Intel C/C++ compiler v15.0 (Westmere) and v17.0 (Broadwell) with the “-O3 -xHOST” options for sequential runs
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# pragma omp parallel for ...
for (i = 0; i < ni ; i ++) {
for (j = 0; j < nj ; j ++)
S:
C[i ][ j] *= beta ;
for (k = 0; k < nk ; k ++) {
T:
C[i ][ j] += alpha
* A[i ][ k] * B [ j ][ k ];
} }

Figure 9. gemm using PLuTo (minimum reuse distance schedule) +
manual best layout search (which
resulted in transposing the dimensions of array B)

# pragma omp parallel for private ( j )
for ( i = 0; i < ni ; i ++)
for ( j = 0; j < nj ; j ++)
S:
C [ i ][ j ] *= beta ;
# pragma omp parallel for private (i , j) \
reduction (+: C [0: ni ][0: nj ])
for ( k = 0; k < nk ; k ++)
for ( i = 0; i < ni ; i ++)
for ( j = 0; j < nj ; j ++)
T:
C [ i ][ j ] += alpha
* A [ k ][ i ] * B [ k ][ j ];

# pragma omp parallel for ...
for ( i = 0; i < ni ; i ++) {
for ( j = 0; j < nj ; j ++)
S:
C [ i ][ j ] *= beta ;
for ( k = 0; k < nk ; k ++)
for ( j = 0; j < nj ; j ++)
T:
C [ i ][ j ] += alpha
* A [ i ][ k ] * B [ k ][ j ];
}

Figure 10. gemm using PolyAST
+ manual best layout search
(which resulted in no change to
the original data layout)

and the “-O3 -xHOST -openmp” options for the output from
automatic parallelization. On POWER8, all variants were
compiled using the IBM XL C/C++ compiler 13.1 with the
“xlc -O5” command for sequential runs and the “xlc_r -O5
-qsmp=omp” command for the output from automatic parallelization by PLuTo, PolyAST, and our framework.
Figure 9 is the output of the PLuTo polyhedral compiler [5,
6], whose objective function is to minimize the temporal
distance between two accesses to the same memory location,
i.e., minimum reuse distance. This is also a core objective of
many polyhedral optimizers to achieve maximal temporal
data locality and outermost forall parallelism. As an example
of the phase-ordered approach, after loop transformations
we manually tried all possible (23 = 8) array dimensional permutation candidates on three platforms, and found the best
layout: permuting 2-D array B so that the original B[k][j]
was changed into B[j][k] with better spatial locality. As discussed later, the original B[k][j] layout was selected when
enabling intra-tile permutation by PLuTo.
We also applied PolyAST [32], a hybrid framework to integrate polyhedral and AST-based loop transformations, and
obtained the output shown in Figure 10. PolyAST employs
analytical memory cost models, which guide loop transformations to implement better temporal and spatial data locality on the given data layout. As a result, the best layout
found by manual array dimensional permutation on three
platforms is same as the original layout. Note that we omit
loop tiling in Figures 9–11 for readability, though tiling was
performed to obtain the performance numbers in Table 1.
Figure 11 is the output of our on-going work, cost-based
iterative compilation to integrate data layout and loop transformations. This approach first generates candidate layouts
Φ, which are all 8 combinations of array permutation in this
example, and applies PolyAST transformations to all candidates and generates corresponding schedules Θ. Finally, it
selects the pair of Φ and Θ with the minimum estimated cost
as the final output. Our framework selected very different
loop transformations from others, e.g., statements S and T
are completely distributed and the k-loop is parallelized as
an array reduction for statement T . Integrated with these

Figure 11. gemm using our framework (which
resulted in transposing the dimensions of array
A, and also a different loop transformation)

loop transformations, the data layout selected by our framework is: permuting 2-D array A so that the original A[i][k]
reference was changed to A[k][i]. Although the reduction
parallelism needs extra overhead to compute the final values,
our cost analysis detected that the overhead is sufficiently
small and more than overcome by the benefits of reduced
memory cost. The selected data layout minimizes the array
read costs on A and B, while the partial sum of array reduction on C is accumulated into thread-local storage, thereby
incurring no inter-thread communications except the final
sum.
Table 1 shows the speedups of the all experimental variants with tiling, relative to the original program. It clearly
shows the effectiveness of the integrated loop and data layout transformations over the phase-ordered strategies using
PLuTo and PolyAST polyhedral loop optimizers. The ’PLuTo’
and ’Min dist + layout’ variants have the same inter-tile loop
structures as shown in Figure 9, while PLuTo additionally
permutes intra-tile loops to enhance vectorizations. Because
of the intra-tile loop permutation to locate j-loop innermost,
the original layout B[k][j] was selected as the best for the
PLuTo variant. To summarize, proper integration of data
layout and loop transformations can find the optimal solution which may lie in a space not covered by phase-ordered
approaches.

PLuTo + layout
Min dist + layout
PolyAST + layout
Integrated

12-core
Westmere
4.96×
5.09×
5.72×
7.50×

12-core
Broadwell
4.44×
4.01×
4.48×
4.97×

24-core
POWER8
9.62×
8.62×
11.58×
14.96×

Table 1. Speedup over the original sequential. The manual
best layout search selected the original layouts for PLuTo
and PolyAST respectively due to intra-tile loop permutation
and temporal/spatial locality-aware affine scheduling.
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6

Related Work

There is an extensive body of literature on loop and data
layout transformations. In this section, we focus on past
contributions that are most closely related to this paper.
[18] proposed a combined loop and data layout transformation framework for improving the cache performance of
sequential codes. They first apply loop transformations to
optimize the locality of a given loop nest, and then apply data
transformations for arrays for which the array references do
not exhibit good spatial locality after the loop transformations, i.e., loop-first approach.
[40] first tackled the memory allocation problem for polyhedral programs in the context of the ALPHA language,
where variables have single assignment form by nature.
Given a schedule, they gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the legality of a memory allocation.
[33] addressed the problem of finding memory allocations
for a perfect loop nest with stencil-like uniform dependences.
They proposed universal occupancy vector, which provides
a schedule-independent storage reuse pattern and enables
storage reduction while keeping the flexibility in loop scheduling.
[34, 35] was the first to address the unification of affine
scheduling and storage optimization with consideration for
the optimal tradeoff between parallelism and storage space.
They proposed a mathematical framework that unifies the
techniques of one-dimensional affine scheduling and occupancy vector analysis, which determines a good storage
mapping for a given schedule, a good schedule for a given
storage mapping, and a good storage mapping that is valid
across a range of schedules.
[27] provided constructive algorithms for asymptotically
optimal memory allocation functions for a given schedule.
This work builds on top of [40] and the analysis targets static
control flow programs in a single assignment form.
[7, 8] presented lattice based memory allocation for schedulespecific storage optimization in the context of the polyhedral model. They formulated modular memory allocations in
terms of integer lattices, where the basis of the lattice is akin
to a set of occupancy vectors that are applied simultaneously.
The size of the allocated storage is equivalent to the determinant of the lattice, and they proposed several heuristics
for minimizing this quantity.
[22] proposed a temporal and spatial data locality optimization framework of nested loops, where unimodular
transformations are used to implement good temporal locality while aggressive data layout transformations with
special attention on TLB effectiveness are used to improve
spatial locality. Their data layout transformation would be
closely related to the array-based layout transformation presented in Section 3.1. An important difference is that their
approach aims to implement contiguous memory access for
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TLB efficiency and represents transformed layouts in onedimensional polynomial functions (e.g., i × (i − 1)) while we
are interested in general layout transformations that can be
represented as multi-dimensional (quasi-)affine functions.
[36] proposed a joint formulation for loop transformations and data layout permutations based on the optimization algorithms of the R-Stream polyhedral compiler. The
proposed extension allows additional flexibility of permuting
arrays per statement, aiming at improved spatial locality for
better vectorization efficiency. The data layout transformations considered with scheduling have so far been limited
to permutations and the scheduling problem requires many
boolean decision variables, which can certainly be improved
in their future work.
[14] formulated the memory stream alignment problem,
a fundamental performance bottleneck for stencil computations on short-vector SIMD architectures, and develop an
approach to overcoming the problem via data layout transformations for improved vectorization.
[31] proposed an automatic data layout selection algorithm built on a source-to-source layout transformation tool.
Given an input program and target machine specification,
this approach recommend a good SoA/AoS data layout. [9]
introduced selection of optimized SoA/AoS generation for
CPU+GPU hybrid architectures. Neither [31] nor [9] included loop transformations in the scope of their work.
[17] presented the design and evaluation of Brainy, a program analysis tool for optimized data structure selection
based on dynamic profiling. Given program, inputs, and target architecture, it generates machine-learning based models
to predict the best data structure implementation. Loop transformations were not included in the scope of this work.
[28] addressed the minimization of inter-node communications on distributed-memory clusters by combining data
tiling transformations with loop tiling. On top of polyhedral loop transformations to enable locality optimizations
(including tiling), they successfully introduced additional
constraints for data tiling to minimize communications.

7

Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced our on-going study on integrating data layout transformations in the polyhedral model.
We presented two types of layout representations, arraybased and value-based, and discussed the advantages and
disadvantages of both representations.
The array-based layout transformation is amenable to spatial data locality optimizations without imposing additional
legality constraints while not straightforward to implement
storage contraction and expansion. In contrast, value-based
layout transformation is capable of enabling a broader range
of transformations including storage contraction/expansion
while it affects legality constraints and brings new challenges
to compute both schedule and layout simultaneously.
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As an optimization framework using the array-based layout representations, we are developing a cost-based iterative
compilation algorithm to find the best pair of loop and data
layout transformations. The potential benefit of this integrated approach was demonstrated on three SMP systems
using GEMM in this paper. Integrating the value-based layout transformation, whose effectiveness was demonstrated
by a wide range of past researches, in our optimization framework is another important direction of the future work.
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